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Daylilies 

the  

Perfect Perennial 

During the month of July  

many of the over 100 varieties of daylilies 

are on brilliant display at the  

Parker Scripture  

Botanical Gardens.  

These gardens are lovingly tended  

by a dedicated group of  

Master Gardener 

Volunteers    

The gardens features annuals,  

perennials, vegetables, wildflowers,  

A nature trail and  butterfly house  

 

Open FREE to the Public from  

dawn till dusk 

 

 

 

 

VOCABULARY 

 Flower 

 Scape- Leafless stalk that bears flowers 

 Foliage - long, slender, grasslike leaves 

opposite each other on the stem 

 Stem-Long stalk that bear leaves at 

sides and roots at the base 

 Diploid– a plant having 2 complete sets 

of basic chromosomes.  A (Dip) has 22 

chromosomes 

 Tetraploid– Has four sets of 

chromosomes.  A (Tet) has 44 

Chromosomes. 

 Seed pod-where the seed forms 

 Pistil-The central female reproductive 

organ around which other flower parts 

are arranged 

 Stamen-has a two lobed anther filled 

with pollen. 

 Rhizome– an underground stem on 

which additional roots or shoots may 

form. 

 Evergreen– Plants retain their foliage 

throughout the year.  In cold winter 

climates, evergreen daylilies over-winter 

as a mound of frozen pale green foliage 

 Dormant– plants lose their foliage 

completely before or shortly after frost 

and over-winter with pointed foliage 

buds, usually just below the soil surface.  

Dormants will resume growth in spring. 

 Reblooming-Having more than one 

cycle of flowering per year. 
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WHY THE 

 PERFECT 

 PERENNIAL? 
 Available in a rainbow of colors. 

 Variety of shapes and sizes 

 Survives with minimum care 

 Thrives in a wide range of climates 

 Affected by few pests and diseases 

 Adaptable to various soil types and 

light conditions 

 Blooms late spring to autumn 

 

 

 
 Native to Asia 

 Hybridized mainly in Europe and the 

U.S. 

 There are no  true blue daylilies.  This 

is the goal of every hybridizer 

DAYLILY FACTS  

Single -- Daylily flowers 

that have three petals, 

three sepals, six stamens 

and one pistil (comprised 

of three carpels) are 

known as "single" 

daylilies.  

Double - Double daylilies, like single 

daylilies, come in different forms. 'Hose-

in-Hose' doubles have extra whorls 

(layers) of petals so that there appears to 

be a flower within a flower. 'Peony type' 

doubles have petaloid (petal-like) stamens 

inside the normal petal whorl. Carpels 

may also be petaloid. 

Spider -- A 

flower whose 

petals have a 

length-to-width 

ratio of at least 4 

to 1 (i.e., 4:1). 

Length is 

measured with 

the segment fully 

extended. Width 

measurement is 

taken as the 

flower grows naturally. (Older literature 

may designate "Spiders" as having a ratio 

of 5:1, and "Spider Variants" as having a 

ratio of 4:1. AHS merged the two classes 

into the one spider class in 2003.) 

Polymerous -- Polymerous is an adjective 

used to designate a daylily with more than 

the normal number of segments in each floral 

whorl, i.e., more than the normal three sepals 

(usually four or five) in the outer whorl and 

more than three petals (usually the same 

number as sepals) in the inner whorl. 

Multiform:This term is used where the daylily 

in question has been registered correctly as 

exhibiting 2 or more of the forms spider, 

unusual form, polymerous, or double." An 

example of a multiform is a daylily that is both 

a spider and an unusual form, or a polymerous 

double, etc, but a single spider, etc. is not a 

multi-form. http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/

DAYLILY SOCIETY 
Collecting daylilies can become very addict-

ing. An internet search for Hemerocallis or 

Daylily Society should connect you with 

fellow fanatics 

http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/single.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/petal.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/sepal.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/stamen.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/pistil.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/carpel.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/double.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/petaloid.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/spider.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/spider_measurements.html
http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v356/MaxBaerHems/Daylilies 08/Condilla1.jpg
http://pics.davesgarden.com/pics/2010/07/05/DianeEG/10c285.jpg
http://www.oakesdaylilies.com/system/images/images/4/490_page.jpg?2010
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/polymerous.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/perianth_segments.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/multiform.html


THINGS TO              

CONSIDER                 

BEFORE BUYING 

 Planting time (in NY) -Spring 

Preferred 

 Hardiness– Check for information on 

each variety 

 Soil Type-Prefer well drained 

 Sunlight-Like full sun, but will tolerate 

light shade; best with 6 hours of direct 

sun 

 Water daily 
  

 

 
 Range from $3.00 to $500.00 
 

 

 
 Miniature-Under 3” in diameter 

 Small– 3-4 1/2” inches in diameter 

 Large over 4 1/2” in diameter 

 

 

 
 Low– 6-24” high 

 Medium– 24-36” high 

 Tall– Scapes more than 36” High 

 

  

Crispate: 

Pinching - Floral segments 
with sharp folds giving a 

OTHER  DESCRIPTIVE 

TERMS  (SUB-FORMS): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE PARKER SCRIPTURE BOTANICAL GARDEN IS OPEN     

FREE TO THE PUBLIC, 7 DAYS A WEEK DAWN TO DUSK 

Flat- When viewed 

from the side of a 

bloom flowers are 

perfectly flat except 

for the concave 

throat. 

Informal -- When viewed from front of 

bloom, flower segments have no definable 

shape. Segment placement may be irregular, 

widely spaced or floppy. 

Other terms used to 

describe flower shapes, 

such as "circular", 

"flat", "informal" 

"recurved", "star", 

"triangular", and 

"trumpet" are called 

"sub-forms". Circular -

- When viewed from the front of a bloom, 

the flower appears round. Segments tend to 

be short, wide and stubby, and generally 

overlap, giving a full appearance.  

Recurved -- When viewed from the side of 

a bloom, flower segments flare, but the ends 

of some segments roll back or tuck under. 

When the sepals are all recurved, and the 

petals are not, the result is a triangular form, 

when both sepals and petals recurve, the 

result is often the round form. When viewed 

from the side you can see that both the 

petals and sepals roll back showing the 

recurved form. Below is the same plant 

taken front  

Star -- When 

viewed from front 

of bloom, flower 

segments tend to 

be long and 

pointed. There is 

space between the 

segments, and the 

shape looks like a 

three-pointed or six pointed star. 

Triangular -- When 

viewed from the front of 

the bloom, the flower 

segments form a triangle. 

The sepals generally 

recurve. 

Trumpet -- When 

viewed from side of 

bloom, flower form 

resembles a true lily. 

Segments rise from 

throat in an upward 

pattern with little flare 

UNUSUAL FORMS 

Crispate: Pinching - Floral segments 

with sharp folds giving a pinched or 

folded effect. 

Twisting - Floral segments which present 

a corkscrew or pinwheel effect. 

Quilling - Floral segments turn upon 

themselves along their length to form a 

tubular shape. 

Cascade: Cascading/Curling - Narrow 

floral segments with pronounced curling 

or cascading, which revolve upon them-

selves in the manner of a wood shaving. 

Spatulate - Floral segments markedly 

wider at the end like a kitchen spatula. 

DAYLILY PRICES 

SIZE OF BLOOMS 

HEIGHT OF PLANTS 

HOW TO HYBRIDIZE 

YOUR OWN DAYLILIES 
HOW TO DIVIDE  

DAYLILIES 

STEP 1– Select the flowers you want to cross 

(you must cross a Dip with a Dip and a Tet 

with a Tet) an internet search with the variety 

name will give you this information. 

 

Step 2– Make your Crosses.  

Mid-morning before the 

Bees are about remove a 

pollen covered stamen from 

the plant.  Think of this 

plant as the father.  Dab the 

pollen onto the tip of the pistil of the plant 

that will act as the Mother. (the seed pod will 

form on the Mother plant)  (Remember to 

keep a notebook listing your crosses) 

 

Step 3- Harvest the Seeds-  

the seed pods will start to 

split open after 40-60 days.  

Remove the seeds and air 

dry overnight.  Refrigerate 

in a airtight container for  at 

least 4-6 weeks. 

 

Step 4– Plant the seeds– Seeds may be started 

inside under grow lights or planted outside in 

the spring when the ground warms up. 

 

Step 5- Wait-  Keep the planting bed free of 

weds to give the seedlings plenty of room to 

grow.  Plants will not flower the first year. 

 

Step 6– Enjoy 

STEP 1– Remove the 

root ball from the 

Garden 

 

 

STEP 2– Pry apart 

the rhizome root ball 

using your hands, a 

shovel and spade or  

hack into it with a 

machete. 

 

Plants can be left in 

clumps or divided into 

individual fans 
 

 

STEP 3 Allow plenty 

of room for your 

plant to grow.  Spread 

the roots out over 

mounds of soil. 

 

STEP 4  Backfill the 

planting hole being 

sure not to bury the 

fans any deeper than 

they were originally 

growing. 

 

Most daylilies will need to be divided 

every 4-5 Years 
 

http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/bloom.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/flower.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/perianth_segments.html
http://www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/recurved.html

